is a progressive disease characterized by inflammation, monocyte-macrophage migration, and lipid accumulation in the vascular wall. Atherosclerosis is initially characterized by endothelial dysfunction, which favors lipid and cell elements crossing inside blood vessel wall.
I. INTRODUCTION
THEROSCLEROSIS is a progressive disease characterized by the accumulation of lipids and fibrous elements in the large arteries. Pathophysiology of this important disease has evolved substantively over the past century. Over the past decade, scientists come to appreciate a prominent role for inflammation in atherosclerosis. Formerly focused on luminal narrowing due to the bulk of atheroma, the current concepts recognize the biological attributes of the atheroma as key determinants of its clinical significance.
Several mathematical models have recently been set up for the transport of macromolecules, such as low-density lipoproteins, from the arterial lumen to the arterial wall and inside the wall [1] - [3] . These models are usually classified in three categories according to the level of description of the arterial wall. The simplest model is called the wall-free model, since in this model the arterial wall is simply described by means of an appropriate boundary condition. Kaazempur-Mofrad and Ethier simulated the mass transport in a realistic human right coronary artery [4] and Wada et al used a wall-free model to study the concentration polarization phenomenon [5] . The wall-free model does not provide any information on the transmural flow and solute dynamics in the arterial wall. The fluid-wall models that can be either single-layer or multilayer account for the solute dynamics not only in the lumen, but also in the arterial wall. Stangeby and Ethier analyzed the wall as single layer porous medium and solved the compled luminal blood flow and transmural fluid flow using Brinkman's equations [6] . Sun et al used single [7] and Al and Vafai used multilayer models which represent intima and media separately [8] . Olgac used a three-pore model for LDL transport [9] .
It is now well known that the early stage of the inflammatory disease is the result of interaction between plasma low density lipoproteins that filtrate through endothelium into the intima, cellular components (monocytes/macrophages, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells) and the extracellular matrix of the arterial wall [10] .
In this study we performed computational study for plaque composition and initial progression. The aim is to connect LDL transport with macrophages and oxidized LDL distribution as well as initial plaque grow model inside the intimal area. We firstly described mass transport of LDL through the wall and the simplified inflammatory process. The Navier-Stokes equations govern the blood motion in the lumen, the Darcy law is used for model blood filtration, Kedem-Katchalsky equations [11] , [12] for the solute and flux exchanges between the lumen and the intima. Then we described the system of three additional reaction-diffusion equations that models the inflammatory process and lesion growth model in the intima. This model relies on a matter incompressibility assumption. The next sections are devoted to numerical simulation examples in two and three
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Mass Transfer Problem
In this section we firstly present mass transfer problem for LDL transport through the wall and then a continuum based approach for plaque formation and development in threedimension is described. The governing equations and numerical procedures are given. The blood flow in lumen domain is simulated by the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, together with the continuity equation
where u l is blood velocity in the lumen, p l is the pressure, μ is the dynamic viscosity of the blood, and ρ is the density of the blood. Mass transfer in the blood lumen is coupled with the blood flow and modeled by the convection-diffusion equation as follows
in the fluid domain, where c l is the solute concentration in the blood domain, and D l is the solute diffusivity in the lumen.
Mass transfer in the arterial wall is coupled with the transmural flow and modeled by the convection-diffusionreaction equation as follows 
in the wall domain, where c w is the solute concentration in the arterial wall, D w is the solute diffusivity in the arterial wall, k is the solute lag coefficient, and r w is the consumption rate constant. LDL transport in lumen of the vessel is coupled with Kedem-Katchalsky equations:
where J v is the transmural velocity, J s is the solute flux, L p is the hydraulic conductivity of the endothelium, Δc is the solute concentration difference across the endothelium, Δp is the pressure drop across the endothelium, Δπ is the oncotic pressure difference across the endothelium, σ d is the osmotic reflection coefficient, σ f is the solvent reflection coefficient, P is the solute endothelial permeability, and c is the mean endothelial concentration. In our simulations we used a single layer model while multilayered model is still developing. The first term in Kedem-Katchalsky equations P Δc of the right hand side in (6) defines the diffusive flux across the endothelium, while the second term ( ) Here we do not neglect the convective term. Only the oncotic pressure difference Δπ is neglected because of decoupling the fluid dynamics from solute dynamics. We are using the incremental-iterative procedure to treat the convective diffusion terms for LDL transport.
B. Simulation of the Inflammatory Process
The inflammatory process was solved using three additional reaction-diffusion partial differential equations [13] , [14] 
where Ox is the oxidized LDL or c w -the solute concentration in the wall from (4) 
in the wall domain. Here, p w is the pressure in the arterial wall.
III. RESULTS
A. Comparison with Cheng et al 2006 Experiment
We firstly tried to validate the initiation plaque model by reproducing Cheng experiment [19] . This experiment that was run on mice confirms that lesions occur in preferred locations such as bends and bifurcations and that their biochemical composition may depend on the location. In these experiments, the arterial geometry has been modified by a perivascular cast that induces regions of lowered, increased, and lowered/oscillatory (i.e., with vortices) shear stresses (depicted in Figure 1 ). Mice are fed by a rich cholesterol diet in order to assess plaque formation and composition.
Our aim was to obtain numerical results that fit with the experiments. We present the evolution and composition within our numerical simulations of the atherosclerotic plaque.
A fully developed parabolic steady velocity profile was assumed at the lumen inlet boundary Table 1 . The plaque initiation model provides oxidized LDL, macrophages and foam cells concentrations. Two dimensional asymmetric model is firstly implemented. The results for oxidized LDL, cytokines, macrophages and total wall LDL concentration distribution are presented in Figure  2 . All the units are dimensionless respect to the input concentration Co = 2.86x10 -12 kg/m 3 [1] . It can be seen that for steady state condition low wall shear stress (WSS) appears after the cast which gives more LDL deposition in the recirculation zone. For two-dimensional model we use wall permeability function P of the WSS from (6) where low WSS corresponds to the higher wall permeability. It threedimensional model we found macrophages distributions in both zones of low WSS and recirculation WSS where more oxidized LDL distribution is found in the zone of low WSS which corresponds to plaque composition of Cheng measurement (Figure 3) . Here the permeability wall function depended from residence time of solutes in the neighborhood of vascular endothelium and oscillatory shear index (OSI) [20] . Also the artery/lumen shape is corresponding to Cheng experiment [19] , [21] . Quantification of macrophages and lipids in the intimal area of the lowered and oscillatory shear stress region from experiments and computational data are given in Table 2.   TABLE II  EXPERIMENTAL IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION Three-dimensional model for plaque formation and initial progression, coupled with blood flow and LDL concentration is created. The Navier-Stokes equations together with the Darcy law for model blood filtration and Kedem-Katchalsky equations are implemented. Additionally, the system of three additional reactiondiffusion equations for simulation of the inflammatory process is coupled with full incremental iterative procedure. The wall permeability was assumed to be function of wall shear stress with more permeability with low and oscillatory shear stress. Two examples are examined: Cheng example from literature [19] and our own experimental data from LAD artery on pig after 2 months high fat diet. In Cheng experiment we tried to match plaque composition with macrophages and lipids concentration in the intimal area for two different wall shear stress zones. Parameters are fitted with nonlinear least square procedure. We included the effects of wall shear stress on the wall permeability as well as both volume and solute flux. Although the model took into account time and space for atherosclerosis process a lot of parameters and thresholds from our model are still unknown and we assumed their values in the simulation.
The concentration values for macrophages and lipids are in good agreement with Cheng experiment.
Our animal model performed on pig after 2 months high fat diet. A specific procedure for matching geometrical data from IVUS and histological cross-section was developed. It includes deformation of elastic body from histological initial to IVUS internal wall shape. We should note that the animal model investigated the very early phase of coronary atherosclerosis. A small initial plaque was observed at LAD 15mm after bifurcation which corresponds low shear stress location performed with computational analysis. Even more we match volume plaque progression with 8% from intimal area for specific diet time frame of 2 months. Velocity of plaque progression from (7)- (9) is firstly fitted and then other simulation parameters. The thresholds for this model are assumed to be zero because there is no measurement of these values in the current literature to our knowledge. Our work is a novel way of modeling plaque formation and development. Matching of plaque location and progression in time between experimental and computer model shows a potential benefit for future prediction of this vascular disease using computer simulation. Further development should investigate influence of the pulsatility flow condition on our model, a proliferation of the smooth muscle cells and direct values of the threshold parameters which could be obtained from appropriate experiments not available currently.
